MAQUET ORTHOSTAR II 1425

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

The Orthostar II 1425 with its good properties for extension treatment in traumatology is a proven unit for all procedures of osteosynthesis. Furthermore, the new functional conception of the Orthostar II provides comprehensive possibilities of use in orthopedics and spinal surgery. For shoulder operations, the Orthostar II includes a back plate with electrohydraulic adjustment. This integrated interface allows adapting special accessories packages for demanding patient positioning during surgical interventions on the spinal column. Together with the developed accessory units for the classical area of traumatology, the Orthostar II is a versatile, special-purpose operating table.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

- Weight of operating table: 616 lbs (280 kg)
- Maximum permissible load: 400 lbs (180 kg)
- Adjustments via hand control:
  - Height: 32 - 46 in (810 - 1175 mm)
  - Lateral tilt (left/right): 20°
  - Trendelenburg: 30°
  - Reverse Trendelenburg: 25°
  - Back plate up: 60°
  - Return to level (anatomically correct return to horizontal position from articulated positions)
- Manual adjustments:
  - Base braking (lock/unlock)